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RELATED NEWS & EVENTS

June 15, 2022 | Event
CAMCA Regional Forum 2022 - June 15-16 at the Washington, DC Park Hyatt

April 20, 2022 | Event
CACI Forum: Turkey and the Russia-Ukraine War: Impact on Central Asia and the Caucasus

October 13, 2021 | Event
CACI & The Jamestown Foundation Forum: The Pentagon’s Central Asian Gambit: Putting Russia Back in the Game?

October 5, 2021 | Event

CACI Forum: A Conversation with Ambassador Khazar Ibrahim

RELATED PUBLICATIONS

May 6, 2022 | ARTICLE

Russia’s Southern Neighbors Take a Stand

March 9, 2022 | ARTICLE

No, the war in Ukraine is not about NATO

January 24, 2022 | ARTICLE

Kazakhstan’s Crisis Calls for a Central Asia Policy Reboot

November 14, 2020 | ARTICLE

How Did Armenia So Badly Miscalculate Its War with Azerbaijan?